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Polished dancehall reggae with a blend of hip-hop and R&B. (The Reggae you will understand). 17 MP3

Songs HIP HOP/RAP: Alternative Hip Hop, WORLD: Reggae Details: THE ARTIST : CYBA This young

talent has emerged with a twist to the reggae music. With intellectually stimulated lyrics and a smooth

delivery, this artiste has opened the eyes of many and left everyone who has had the priveledge to watch

one of his performances in awe. He started performing at the tender age of five. His mother would write

songs and poetry and he would perform them. This youngman's love for music grew as he became wise

enough to know how important music really is. His first ever exposure to the real entertainment industry

came when at the age fifteen, he was taken to the Arrows recording studio to do some dubplates for an

area sound system called Force Ten. He loved the experience and soon found himself hanging out at the

Recording studios after school in the evenings. He continued writing and performing, and in the fall of

2001 he released his first song called "More Money". His first song that got some recognition is the crowd

favorite "Woman" which he spent his own money to produce on the nine-to-five (9-5) rhythm. Cyba then

migrated to the USA, but still he practiced his craft, ripping every show he set foot on. His extraordinary

talent was spotted by Gary Mowatt of the Higher Heights Inc. and both gentlemen started working

together on the completion of Cyba's debut album. The album is now complete and based on the reviews

that it has been getting on the radio and in the clubs, this one is bound to be a smash. He has generated

alot of bickering in the entertainment business, because of his polished patois that is much more easily

understood by people who can't fully comprehend the Jamaican language. There is no bounds to where

this breath of fresh air can go, and he is set to take reggae to even a higher stage. THE CD : OUTTA

THIS WORLD This CD has 17 breath taking tracks, that are definitely going to leave you in awe. It covers

an array of different topics and has something on it for the 3 years old and the 60 years old. It has a nice
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party feel to it with a few very conscious tracks. It is reggae in a different form that you have never heard

it in before. It also has a rock track on it titled "Reggae and Rock" that helps to separate it from the pack.

This is truly a masterpiece if I've ever seen one and I guarantee you will not be disappointed. It has gotten

5 stars (which is the highest) from the alliedcablevision radio channel in Jamaica. Mark my word this

album is beautiful and you will definitely be hearing more about this artist in the future.
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